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ABSTRACT 
The mutation algebra A(p, q) of a nonassociative algebra A is known to be Lie-admissible, as soon 
as A is flexible and Lie-admissible and p and q are elements in A, satisfying certain conditions. In the 
present paper it is shown that the A-algebra (a not associative assosymmetric algebra), Lie-admissible 
by nature but not flexible, has the property that A(p, q) is Lie-admissible, even if p and q are arhi- 
trarily chosen in A. Some relevant remarks about Vinberg algebras conclude the study. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
If A is an associative algebra and p and q are fixed elements in A, then the 
algebra d(p, q) with the same underlying vectorspace and multiplication 
x o y := xpy - yqx is called the (p, q)-mutation (-algebra) of A. In the past de- 
cennium a number of publications appeared, in which the properties of mutation 
algebras were studied. We mention some of them: 
In [2] the authors develop the necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a unit element in a mutation algebra and they investigate the 
centre, nucleus and nilradical. 
In [4] the condition that a mutation algebra is a Lie algebra is studied. 
A recent paper ([5]) deals with prime and maximal ideals in mutation algebras. 
Things become more difficult, when A is a nonassociative algebra. It is true, 
that also in this case a mutation algebra can be properly defined: if p and q are 
fixed elements in A, then multiplication is given by x o y := (xp) y - ( yq) x. (In 
fact one should distinguish between ‘left’ multiplication, i.e. the multiplication, 
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just introduced, and ‘right’ multiplication, defined by x o y := x(py) - y(qx). 
This would lead to a left- and a right mutation algebra. We do not follow this line 
here; a left mutation algebra will be called a mutation algebra.) 
In 1983 Myung published an article, in which A is alternative ([6]) and in 1985 
Gonzalez investigated mutation algebras A( p, q), in which p and q are elements 
of the nucleus (or of the intersection of centre and middle nucleus, etc.) of the 
algebra A ([3]). This special choice of p and q made it easier to obtain nice results 
in the corresponding mutation algebras. One of his theorems is: If p and q belong 
to the nucleus and A is a nonassociative flexible Lie-admissible algebra, then 
d( p, q) is Lie-admissible. 
In our present paper we shall show that there are nonassociative not-flexible 
Lie-admissible algebras A such that, even for arbitrary p and q the mutation al- 
gebra d( p, q) is Lie-admissible. 
A typical class of algebras with this property is the class of A-algebras, cir- 
cumstantially described in [l]. In the first section a number of useful definitions, 
lemmas and theorems are brought together, in particular the essentialities of the 
A-rings. In Section 2 the Main Theorem follows. The closing section contains 
some remarks with regard to the class of Vinberg algebras, an extension of the 
class of A-algebras. 
N.B. Each algebra in this paper is assumed to be an algebra over afield of 
characteristic zero. 
PRELIMINARIES 
First of all we recall a number of definitions. 
The function f : R3 -+ R with f(x, y, z) = (xy)z - x( yz) is the associutor of 
the ring R. It is customary to write {x, y, z} instead off (x, y, z). 
The function g : R2 -+ R with g(x, y) = xy - yx is the commutator of R. One 
usually writes [x, y] instead of g(x, y). 
N:={s~R;{s,x,y}={ x,s, y} = {x, y,s} = O,Vx, y E R} is the nucleus of 
R. 
NA := {s E R; {s, x, y} = 0, Vx, y E R} is the left nucleus of R. 
Np := {s E R; {x, s, y} = 0, Vx, y E R} is the middle nucleus of R. 
Np := {s E R; {x, y, s} = 0, Vx, y E R} is the right nucleus of R. 
C := {c E R; [c, x] = 0, Vx E R} is the big centre of R. 
Z := C f? N is the centre of R. 
h : R” --t R with 
n-1 
with n 2 4 is the n-associator of R. We shall write {xi, x2, . , xn} instead of 
@1,x2,... , xn). In this terminology the ordinary associator can be called the 
3-associator. 
R is n-associative if the range of h is the zero of R. In this terminology an as- 
sociative ring can be called 3-associative. 
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The ring R is nonassociative if R is not necessarily (3-) associative. 
R is flexible if {x, y, x} = 0 for every x and y in R. 
R is assosymmetric if {x, y, z} = {P(x), P( y), P(z)} for all permutations P and 
all elements x, y, z in R. 
R is an A-ring if R is assosymmetric but not associative. 
R is a Lie ring if x 2 = 0 and (xy)z + (yz)x + (zx) y = 0 for all x, y, z in R. 
R is Lie-admissible if R-, i.e. the ring with the same addition as in R, but with 
the new multiplication x * y := [x, y], is a Lie ring. 
The following theorems and lemmas are indispensable to understand the rest of 
this paper. For the proofs we refer to [I]. 
(a) If R is a nonassociative ring, then 
n-1 
{Xl, X2, . . ,&) = c {Xl,..., {Xk-l,Xk,Xk+l},“‘,X,} 
k=2 
forallxi,...,x,,inRandn25,and 
{X1,X2,%X4} = {x1,x2,x3)x4 +xl{X2,X3,X4) 
for all xi,x2,xJ,x4 in R. 
An A-ring has the following properties: 
04 ix, VI and ix, Y, 1 z are elements of the nucleus N for all x, y, z in R. 
(4 [Ix, Y, z},tl = [{x, y, t}, 4 for all x, Y, z, t in R. 
(d) {x, y, z}[t, u] = 0 and [x, y]{z, t, u} = 0 for all x, y, z, t, u in R. 
(e) R is not flexible (and as a consequence R cannot be commutative). 
(f) R is 5-associative. 
(g) R is Lie-admissible. 
(h) {x, y, z, t} = {xt, y, z} for all x, y, z, t in R. 
2. MUTATION ALGEBRAS 
Let R be a nonassociative ring and p and q two fixed elements of R. We in- 
troduce the new multiplication x o y := (xp) y - (yq)x in R and we leave the 
addition in R unchanged. The new structure is denoted by R( p, q). 
Lemma 1. R( p, q) is a nonassociative ring. 





xo(y+z) = (xp)(y+z) - {(y+z)qlx 
=(xp)y+(xp)z-(yq)x-(zq)x=xoy+xoz. cl 
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Definition. R( p, q) is the (p, q)-mutation (ring) of R. 
Remark. If q = 0, one usually writes R(p) instead of R( p, q). In this case R(p) is 
called a p-homotope of R. 
If p is a nonzero element in the nonassociative ring R, then the mutation ring 
R( p, -p) is commutative: x o y = (xp) y + ( yp)x = y o x. Then [R( p, -p)]- is a 
zeroring and hence the most trivial example of a Lie ring. 
Therefore we shall take for granted that p # -q in the rest of the paper. The 
problem to find suitable p and q in a nonassociative ring R, such that the muta- 
tion ring R(p, q) is Lie-admissible as soon as R is Lie-admissible, was partially 
solved by Gonzalez [3]. He proved: if R is flexible and Lie-admissible and p and q 
are elements of the nucleus N of R, then R( p, q) is Lie-admissible. 
There are, however, also not-flexible nonassociative Lie-admissible rings R 
with Lie-admissible mutation rings R(p, q), even for arbitrary p and q in R. A 
first example is a 2-dimensional algebra over a field K. 
Lemma 2. A 2-dimensional nonassociative algebra A over a jield K is Lie-ad- 
missible. 
Proof. In a nonassociative ring R we define 
T(x, Y, 4 := lx, Y, z) + {Y, z, xl + {z, x7 Y). 
It is clear that R is Lie-admissible if and only if T(x, y, z) = T( y, x, z) for all 
~,y,zi~R,~i~ce~~,y,z~+~y,z,x~+~z,~,y~=~~,x,z~+~x,z,~~+~z,~,x~ 
is equivalent o [[x, y],z] + [[y,z],x] + [[z,x], y] = 0. 
If the 2-dimensional algebra A has basis ~1 and 2.42, then obviously 
T(ui, ~2, UI) = T(u2, ~1, q) and T(z.42, ~1,242) = T(q) u2,u2) and since T is a tri- 
linear function in x, y, z, it follows that T(x, y, z) = T( y, x, z) for all x, y, z in 
A. q 
Corollary. If A is a nonassociative 2-dimensional algebra over afield K andp and 
q are arbitrary elements of d, then d( p, q) is again a 2-dimensional nonassociative 
algebra over K and hence Lie-admissible. In addition, note that a 2-dimensional 
nonassociative algebra is not necessarily flexible. 
A second example is the class of A-rings. According to property (g) in Section 1 
an A-ring is Lie-admissible. We shall prove that for any p and q the correspond- 
ing mutation ring is again Lie-admissible. 
Lemma 3. If R is an A-ring, then 
for all x, y, z, t, u in R. 
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Proof. According to formula (b) of Section 1 we can write [x{ y, 2, r}]u = 
x[{ y: z, t}u]. Now apply the formulas (c) and (b) of that section to obtain 
4{Y,z,tI4 =x[U{Y,z,t}+{Y,z,U}t-t{Y,z,U}l 
= x[4 Y, z> t>l + XL{ Y, z, u) 4 - x[t{ Y, z, u>l 
= (xu){y,z,t) + [x{y,z,u>lt- (xt){y!z,u}. 
hence 1x1 Y, z: t)l u - [x{ Y, z,u>]t= (xu){y,z,t} - (xt){y,z3u>. 0 
Lemma 4. rf R is a nonassociative ring, then [R(p, q)]- = R(p + q,p + q) for 
every pair of elements p, q in R. 
Proof. This is clear, since x o y - y o x = { (xp) y - ( yq)x} - { ( yp)x - (xq) y} = 
{x(P+q)~y-{ytP+q)~x. 0 
Theorem. If R is an A-ring, then R(r, r) is a Lie ring,for every r in R. 
Proof. To avoid an accumulation of brackets, we shall write xy z instead of 
(xy)z and x . yz instead of x( yz). Also xy . zt instead of (xy)(zt). 
From x o y = xr y - yr x it follows 
(x 0 y) 0 z = (xr . y - yr x) 0 z 
= {(xr y - yr x)r}z - (zr)(xr y - yr . x) 
= {(xr.y)r}z- {(yr .x)r}z- (zr)(xr.y) + (zr)(yr .x) 
A cyclic permutation of the entries x, y, z leads to 
(yoz)ox={(yr~z)r}x-{(zr~y)r}x-(.xr)(yr~z)+(xr)(zr~y) 
and 
After a suitable reordering of the terms we find 
:=(xoy)oz+(yoz)ox+(zox)oy 
= [{(xr . y)r}z - (xr)(yr z)] - [{(yr . x)r}z - (yr)(xr z)] 
+ [{(zr .x)r>y - (zr)(xr v)l + [{(yr z)r)x - (yr)(zr ~11 
-[{(xr.z)r}y-(xr)(zr.y)]- [{(zr.y)r}x-(zr)(yr.x)]. 
This is a sum of 6 terms of type &[{ (ab c)d}f - (ab)(cd f )]. 
Obviously 
{(ab. c)d}f - (ab)(cd.f’) = {ab,c,d}f + (ab. cd)f - (ab)(cd ..f) 
= {ab,c,d}f + {ab.cd,f}. 
Remembering that R is assosymmetric, we obtain 
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= {XI, Y, r)z + {xr, yr, z) - {Y’, x, rlz - 1 Yr, XT, z) 
+ {zr, x, r) Y + {zr, XT,Y) + { Yr, z, r)x + { yr, zr, x) 
- {xr, z, r) Y - {xr, zr,Y) - {zr, Y, rlx - {zr, .v, x> 
= [{xr, Y, r) - 1 yr, x, r)lz + [{zr, x, r) - {xr, z, r>l y
+ H yr, z, r) - {zr, y, r)lx. 
This is a sum of 3 terms of type [{ab, c, d} - {cb, a, d}]f. 
Making use of the definition of the 4-associator and applying property (b) of 
Section 1, enables us to modify the first factor: 
{ab, c,d} - {cb,a, d} = {ab, c,d} - {a, bc,d} = {a, b, c, d} - {a, b, cd}. 
Now application of (a) and (h) of Section 1, together with Lemma 3 and formula 
(d), leads to 
= [{x1 r,Y, r) - lx, r, yrllz + Hz, r, x, 7) - {z, r  xr)] y 
+ Kv,r,z,r) - {Y,r,zr)lx 
= [{x,r,y,r) - {Y, x, r, r)lz + Hz, r, x, r) - {x, z  r, r)l y 
+ NY, r, z, r) - {z, Y  r, r)Ix 
= [x{r, Y, r) - Y{ x, r, rllz + Hr, x, r) - x{z, r, r)l Y 
+ Mr, z, rl - Z{Y, r, rllx 
= [(x{r, Y, rl)z - (x{z, rr rl) ~1 + [(zlr, x, r))y - MY, rr r))xl 
+ KY{r,z,rl)x- (~{x,r,rl)zl 
= Wk y,rl - (XYH r, z, r) + (zv){r, x, r) - (zx){r, Y, r) 
+ (yx){r, z, rl - (YzHr, x, r) = 0, 
i.e. R(r, r) is a Lie ring for every r in R. q 
Corollary. From this theorem together with Lemma 4 it follows: the mutation ring 
R(p, q) of the A-ring R is Lie-admissible for any choice of the elementsp and q in 
R. 
Remark. Note that an A-ring is not flexible (see (e) in Section 1). 
3. VINBERG ALGEBRAS 
A nonassociative algebra C with {x, y, z} = { y, x, z} for all x, y, z in L is called 
a Vinberg algebra. These algebras have arisen from geometric situations in which 
one considers certain homogeneous convex open sets in affine spaces. For more 
algebraic details, see [7]. 
Obviously the class of A-algebras is a subclass of the class of Vinberg algebras. 
Some properties of A-algebras are also valid in Vinberg algebras. 
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Lemma 5. A Vinberg algebra is Lie-admissible. 
Proof. In a Vinberg algebra L: the trilinear function T (see the proof of Lemma 
2) obviously satisfies T(x, y, z) = T( y, x, z) for all x, y, z in L, hence Z is Lie- 
admissible. q 
Another example of a property, also valid in an A-algebra, is 
Lemma 6. {x, y, z} = [xy, z] - x[y, z] - [x, Z] yfor allx, y, z in a Vinberg algebra. 
Proof. This is clear, since [xy, Z] - x[ y, z] - [x, z] 4’ = {x, Y, z} + {z, .x, I;} - {x3 2, 2’) 
for all x, y, z in any nonassociative ring. q 
The result in Lemma 6 reveals a property of Vinberg algebras, which slightly 
deviates from the analogue in A-algebras. Indeed, in an A-algebra A any element 
z of the big centre C satisfies {x, y, z} = {x, z, y} = {z, x, _Y} = 0 for all x, _Y in A, 
i.e. z belongs to the nucleus N of A, but in a Vinberg algebra L we can only state 
{x9 y, z} = 0 for all x, y in L. So we find 
Lemma 7. If L is a Vinberg algebra, then z E C implies z E NP (right nucleus). 
A natural question is: does the theorem in Section 2 also hold in a Vinberg al- 
gebra? The following example will show, however, that the answer is no. 
Example 1. Let C be the 3-dimensional algebra over a field K with basis ele- 
ments U, %I, w and basis multiplication u = = 22.4, U2 = u, VW = 2v, uv = !41! = I’, 
w2 = 2w other products are zero. 
If.x=‘(xl,x*:Xi)~ .?J= (y1,y2,y3), ‘?= (zI,z~,z~), then a short computation 
leads to 
{x,~,z} = (2x2.y2(zl -z3) -xZ(.yI -y3)z2 - (xl -X3).y222r 
(xl - x3)(yl - Y3)zZ + x2 .yZzZ, 0). 
Clearly {x, y, z> = { y, x, z}, so .C is a Vinberg algebra. 
After some computation we find that C = N is the set of elements X(U + w) 
with X E K. 
However, -C(U, w) is not a Lie algebra, since 
S(v,u,w):=(wou)ow+(uow)ow+(wow)ou=2w#0. 
We recall: if p and q are elements of a nonassociative Lie-admissible algebra A, 
then the Lie admissibility of the mutation algebra d(p, q) is guaranteed as soon 
as A(r, r), with r = p + q, is a Lie algebra. The proof of this theorem in Section 2 
consists of several steps. Now let us consider the first step only. We proved that 
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Sk Y, 2) = {xr, Y, rlz + {xr, Yr  zl - {Yr, x, rlz - {Y’, xr, z) 
+ {zr, x, r) y + {zr, xr, y) + { YY, z, r)x + 1 yr, zr, xl 
- {XT, z, r} y - {XI, zr, y) - (zr, Y, r)x - {zr, _v, x) 
for any nonassociative algebra. Note that we can reduce this formula to 
S(x, Y, z) = Ixr, y, r)z - {y r, x, r1.r + {zr, x, r) y + 1 yr, z, r>x 
- {XT, z, r) Y - k, Y, rlx, 
not only ifA is an A-algebra (as we did in the proof of the theorem), but also in the 
case in which A is a Vinberg algebra. 
Then it is immediate that S(x, y, z) = 0, if r E NP. So the conclusion is 
Proposition. If C is a Vinberg algebra and the element r belongs to the right nucleus 
NP, then the mutation algebra L(r, r) is a Lie algebra. 
Corollary. If C is a Vinberg algebra and p and q are elements of C such that 
p + q E NP, then the mutation algebra L(p, q) is Lie-admissible. 
Remark. In Example 1 C(p, q) is Lie-admissible, if p + q is an element of type 
X(U + w) with X E K. 
Although in Example 1 an arbitrary choice of r in the Vinberg algebra C does 
not necessarily lead to a Lie algebra L(r, r), it is interesting to dig up the totality 
of elements r with the property that L(r, r) is a Lie algebra. If we assume that r = 
(YU + Pv + yw (a, p, y E K), then a straightforward and tedious computation 
reveals that S(x, y, z) = 0 if and only if /3 = 0. So the set D of elements r of type 
XU + pw (X, p E K) is the maximal set in C, such that for p + q = r the mutation 
algebra C( p, q) is Lie-admissible. Clearly C is a proper subset of D. 
Final remarks. (1) The Vinberg algebra C in Example 1 is not an A-algebra, 
since 0 = (24, v, w} # { U, w, v} = -v. Nevertheless an element z, commuting with 
all elements of C, belongs to the nucleus N. According to Lemma 7 it ought to be 
an element of the right nucleus NP. It is clear, however, that in this example 
NP = Nx = N. 
This is not the usual situation in a Vinberg algebra. There are Vinberg algebras 
in which NP # N, as appears in 
Example 2. Let C be the 3-dimensional algebra over a field K with basis U, U, w 
and basis multiplication VU = U, v2 = VW = WZI = w2 = w and other products 
zero, then {x, y, z} = (x2 y3 ZI + x3 YZ z1 + x3 y3 ~1, 0, 0) with x = (XI, x2, x3), 
Y = (yl,y2,Y3), z = (zl,z2>z3). 
Obviously {x, y,z} = {y, x,z} for all x, y,z in C, i.e. C is a Vinberg algebra. 
Moreover, NP is the set of elements {Xv + pw} and Nx = Nfi is the set of ele- 
ments {CYU} with LY, X, p E K, hence N = (0). 
Remarkably enough C has the same property as an A-algebra: C(p, q) is Lie- 
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admissible for all p and q in C, or in other words: C(Y, r) is a Lie algebra for every 
r in C. Indeed, if r = ou + pw + yw, then the product in C(Y, Y) is 
x O Y = (P + Y)(X2 Yl - Xl y2 + x3 y1 - Xl y3> O!O) 
and hence 
(x O Y) O z = (P + r)2( - x2 Yl z2 - x3 y1 z2 + Xl y2 z2 + Xl y3 z-2 
-X2ylZ3-X3YlZ3+Xly2Z3+X]y3Z3;0.0). 
It follows readily that S(x, y, z) = 0 for all x, y, z and Y in C. 
(2) The original idea of this paper was, to obtain Lie-admissible mutation al- 
gebras, starting from other Lie-admissible algebras. We restricted ourselves to 
special classes of Lie-admissible algebras. It should be stressed, however, that it 
is also possible to construct Lie-admissible mutation algebras A( p, q), even if A 
is not Lie-admissible. A general investigation will be submitted to another study. 
Here we shall give a conspicuous example. 
Example 3. Consider the 3-dimensional algebra A over a field K with basis 
U, U, w and basis multiplication UZI = M’, uw = w, wu = U, other products zero. A 
is not Lie-admissible, since [[u,‘u], w] + [[‘u, w], U] + [[w, u], U] = w # 0. All the 
same d(r: r) is a Lie algebra for every r in A. 
Indeed, if x = (xi, x2, x3), y = ( ~1: ~2, yj), z = (ZI (z2> ~3) and r = (ri, r2, r3), 
then the product in d(r, r) is 
xoy=xr.y-yr.x 
=(~3~~,~1~3,~1~2)~-(~3~1,~~~3,~1~2)~ 
= (x1 r2 YI, x3 rl ~3, -x3 0 ~2) - (.n r2 XI? y3 v x3, ,v3 rt x2) 
= (0,0,x30 y2 -x2rl y3), 
hence (x 0 y) 0 z = (O,O, (x3 ri y2 - x2 rt ~3) ri ~2). 
And after some computation it follows that S(x, y? z) = 0 for all x, JJ, z. r in A. 
And so d( p, y) is Lie-admissible, even for arbitrary p and q in A. 
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